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Dear Alumni and Friends,

I recently returned from travel to a few higher education conferences for Independent, Private and Catholic colleges/
universities, respectively. Through my interactions with peers and in attending several educational sessions, I left a 
bit more knowledgeable about current approaches other successful institutions are pursuing and even more acutely 
aware of the very real challenges facing the higher education sector. While Loras is not immune from any these 
challenges (e.g., demographics, regulation, deferred maintenance, cost of attendance, retention of quality staff/
faculty), I am always grateful to return to Loras and reflect on our many blessings even in the face of a daunting 
new age for higher education. 

Adding to the complexities in higher education is the corrupt and morally bankrupt world in which we live. Virtually 
every industry is laced with a lack of ethical conviction and demonstrative ability to exercise truth, care for the 
human person, empathy for the most vulnerable, reverence for God, and love of neighbor. While there is certainly 
plenty of good in our world, a place like Loras has a unique opportunity to correct the course of all that seems to 
have gone wrong. I truly believe that the strong embrace of our mission as a Catholic, liberal arts, and residential 
institution is the centerpiece for our future success. And, doing so will permit us to continue graduating ethical and 
responsible leaders in all industry sectors.

Our ability to strategically introduce new programs while making efforts to upgrade any number of our already 
strong offerings will be key. We must continue investing in our campus infrastructure and we need to further provide 
necessary financial support for our talented staff and faculty. We have to keep a Loras education affordable and 
accessible through efficient operations and generous financial aid, especially as we enroll a more diverse student 
body.

With all of this in mind, we embark on a new and exciting chapter in Loras’ rich history as Iowa’s first college 
and the second oldest Catholic college west of the Mississippi. A new general education program will be unveiled 
starting next Fall and we will mount a renewed strategic planning effort soon. A master planning process related to 
upgrading our campus facilities is underway and we will soon begin efforts toward raising funds as we embark on 
yet another, but necessary capital campaign.

In this issue, you will read multiple stories about the accomplishments and successes of Loras students - past 
and present. From an amazing effort by our Honors students to fund a new projector for the planetarium to the 
inspirational work of a graduate to help those diagnosed with cancer, the achievements of Duhawks near and far 
are always a great source of pride.

The most recent Keane Hall enhancements have been completed thanks especially to the generous reunion 
contributions made by the Class of 1968. The Rock Bowl renovation will be finished this spring or summer. Thanks to 
the generosity of the Carver Foundation, several upgrades have been made to St. Joseph’s Hall of Science. 

As we move forward, please keep Loras in your prayers, make an annual contribution to your alma mater, help a 
Duhawk land an internship or job opportunity, refer a potential Loras student, attend a campus or alumni function, 
and brag unabashedly about the many successes Loras has had - the whole world needs to hear!                                    

Pro Deo et Patria,

 

James E. Collins (’84)
President

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
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CURRENT NEWS

Shelley Shaw (’96) has seen first-hand the struggle families endure 
when their loved one is battling cancer.

Just prior to her graduation from Loras, Shelley lost her mother, Karen, to 
breast cancer. Despite clinical trials available across the country that 
her mother could take advantage of to continue her fight, the family was 
unaware of these options and her mother passed away without exploring 
other avenues outside of chemotherapy and radiation.

Nearly two decades later, cancer struck again when her oldest sister 
Sherry was diagnosed with multiple myeloma. Shelley and her other 
sister, Christi, both work for pharmaceutical companies and had 
the institutional knowledge which enabled them to become strong 
caregivers and advocates for their sister Sherry. With their help, Sherry 
was able to travel to multiple states and access new treatment 
solutions available to extend the quality and quantity of her life. 

Both experiences led to the establishment of the More Moments More 
Memories Foundation. In the case of their Mom, it was clear that lack 
of awareness was an issue that prevented patients from entering 
clinical trials. With Sherry, the sisters quickly recognized that few trial 
participants were from out of town and the reason was due to lack of 
financial means. Many patients cannot afford the travel, meals and 
lodging in order to join trials. As a result, the sisters co-founded the 
More Moments More Memories Foundation with the belief that everyone 
should have the same ability to access clinical trial treatments 
regardless of economic status.

The More Moments More Memories Foundation seeks to remove financial 
barriers that might keep cancer patients from receiving treatments and 
help improve their quality of life.  By doing so, they can help provide 
more time with their loved ones, creating more precious moments and 
lasting memories. 

In September 2016, Sherry walked her sister Shelley down the aisle for 
her wedding at St. Joseph Chapel at Loras. Without access to innovative 
treatments, this would not have been a reality. Sadly, Sherry passed in 
May 2018, and her memory will live on through the foundation, which 
she inspired. 

Shelley Shaw ('96) and her sister work to provide 
Cancer patients with more options, hope

CREATING HOPE FOR 
CANCER PATIENTS

More Moments More Memories offers grants to patients and caregivers, 
as well as information to help them navigate the process. 100 percent 
outside donations go directly to patients in need. Grant applicants can 
request financial support for cancer patients and their caregivers to 
access treatment innovations, including travel to participate in clinical 
trials. The financial assistance supports expenses such as travel, 
lodging and food. 

Clinical trials not only give you time with loved ones, but it also gives 
hope when needed most. 

Shelley Shaw ('96) with her parents at Loras in 1996. Shelley's mother passed away prior 
Shelley's graduation just weeks later.

To learn more about the More Moments More Memories Foundation, visit 
www.MoreMomentsMoreMemories.org.



Diversity and inclusion are important at Loras 
College and the inaugural Tri-College Latino 
Social is a good example. The event, which 
included Loras, the University of Dubuque and 
Clarke University, took place on Sept. 20 at 
The Smokestack in downtown Dubuque and 
attracted an estimated total of 120 guests. 
Although the event’s theme centered on Latino 
cultures in celebration of Latinx Heritage Month, 
any and all students and faculty from the 
three institutions were welcome to attend. The 
event was organized and sponsored by each 
college’s intercultural program as well as the 
Multicultural Family Center in Dubuque. 

According to Sergio Perez ('13), Director of 
Intercultural Programs, the goal of the event 
was to “bridge connections between [the] 
Latino students from all three institutions.
This event was a great opportunity not only 
to celebrate Hispanic heritage, but to bring 
students and faculty together and create new 
relationships, all while having a great time.”

This was a unique experience for Rodrigo      
Espino (’21), who said, “Meeting people from 
the other two colleges was great, as I would not 
normally get to make friendships with those who 
do not attend Loras.”

Loras College continued to set new firsts during 
Latinx Heritage Month. On Oct. 6, the first-ever 
Latino Heritage Night was held at the Rock Bowl 
Stadium during both the men’s and women’s 
soccer games. The event was made possible 
through the longstanding collaboration of 
Perez; Jimmy Naprstek (’13), Director of Athletic 
Communications; Dan Rothert (’96), Loras Men’s 
Soccer’s Head Coach; and Denise (Bodensteiner) 
Udelhofen (’90), Director of Athletics. 

The increase in Hispanic student-athletes on the 
Loras soccer teams in the last two years helped 
make this the perfect time to turn the idea of 
Latino Heritage Night into a reality. Perez and  
the many students involved in the IPO spent 
several weeks developing ideas on how to make 
the much-anticipated event special. Latino flags  
were displayed on both sidelines, and Latino 
music was played on the PA system throughout 
the night. Vuvuzela horns, “Somos Duhawks” 

(translated to "We are Duhawks") T-shirts and 
chicken and steak tacos from El Paisano, a 
Dubuque restaurant, were distributed to the fans.

It was also an historic night for the Duhawk 
Broadcast Network, as the men’s varsity match was 
called in Spanish, making it the first-ever Spanish 
broadcast in Loras history. Tony Diaz ('21)  
and Jorge “The Rocket” Ramirez (’21),  
both Duhawks of Colombian heritage, had the 
privilege to be a part of the broadcast. 

To build on the successes of Latino Heritage 
Night and the Tri-College Latino Social, the  
IPO plans on hosting more events that bridge  
the gaps for Hispanic students on the Loras 
campus and in Dubuque.

According to Perez, “These events have had 
success in showing that Latino student heritage is 
important and is a good way to build community 
between everyone on campus.”

CREATING DEEPER CONNECTIONS
Loras Intercultural Programs Office expanding cultural 
offerings for students

Written by: Tony Diaz (’21)

CURRENT NEWS

Through the Loras IPO office, students have 
expanded their cultural experiences both on 
and off campus.
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1.  WHAT WERE YOU DOING PRIOR TO JOINING LORAS COLLEGE? 
I finished my Ph.D. in Spanish Literatures and Cultures at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in May of 2017. Prior  
to that, I earned an MFA in Creative Writing from the University  
of Notre Dame in 2010 and also taught high school Spanish in  
the Archdiocese of St. Louis.

2.  WHAT BROUGHT YOU TO LORAS? 
I came to Loras because I was hired to teach in the Spanish program. 
Before I applied for the job here, my only experience with Dubuque 
was eating caramels from Our Lady of the Mississippi Abbey.

3.  DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE CLASS THAT YOU TEACH? 
My favorite aspect of the Spanish program is teaching students 
about the cultural practices and history of the Spanish-speaking 
world, which we do in all our classes.

4.  HAVE YOU HAD ANY MOMENTS THAT HAVE STOOD OUT AS MEMORABLE  
AT LORAS SO FAR? 
My most memorable experience at Loras was working with the IPO 
[Intercultural Programs Office] to host a dinner commemorating 
Latinx Heritage Month. I enjoyed spending time with students outside 
the classroom and celebrating the Latinx community.

5.  HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE A DUHAWK? 
Duhawks in general are friendly, community-oriented creatures.

1.  WHAT FIRST BROUGHT YOU TO LORAS COLLEGE? 
A desire to find a job where I could make a difference. Although I found 
my work in marketing research interesting, I was not motivated to just 
spend my life doing research. I wanted more. Fortunately, I found Loras 
College and I am happy to be teaching Duhawks.

2.  HOW HAS LORAS CHANGED DURING YOUR TENURE? 
The Francis J. Noonan School of Business and my office and classrooms 
on the third floor of Keane are great. After 29 years of looking at a 
dentist’s office, I finally have a nice view. I would encourage any alumnus 
to stop in at Keane 327 for a visit. We can talk about marketing. The 
lounge is my favorite part of the floor because it makes it easy to 
interact with students and colleagues.  
Technology has also had an impact. One Thursday, the Internet was out 
and several students asked if I would cancel Friday’s exam because 
of the interruption. I did not cancel anything. I also like to have my 
students see me in person instead of just relying on an  
email or text message. 

3.  DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE CLASS THAT YOU TEACH? 
I love marketing so I enjoy every class that I teach. However, students 
make or break a class. The right group of Duhawks will produce a 
fun experience. I have been blessed with some outstanding students 
who have produced some fantastic teaching moments. I occasionally 
marvel at how lucky I am to be teaching at Loras. 

4.  WHAT IS ONE OF YOUR MOST MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES AT LORAS? 
Homecoming is always memorable. I love seeing successful and happy 
alumni. It’s fun when former students want to talk about marketing 
with me. But more importantly, seeing how Loras can help make an 
improvement in someone’s life keeps me motivated.

5.  HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE A DUHAWK? 

A well-rounded individual with a sense of humor and a big heart.

5 Questions and 
Answers With…

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
OF SPANISH
Dr. DiFilippo joined the Loras 
College faculty in Fall 2018.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Professor Marzofka has been  
teaching at Loras College for  
31 years, beginning in 1987.

PATRICK MARZOFKA, M.B.A.EMILY DIFILIPPO, Ph.D.

FACULTY AND STAFF

F A C U L T Y  P R O F I L E S



When Eric Ernst, MBA (’18) 
was looking to move his 
career at John Deere forward, 
he ran into a roadblock. As he 
inquired into an open position 
in the company, a hiring 
manager told him no. 

“I applied for a position, and he told me he wouldn’t 
interview me because they were targeting MBAs. He 
actually mentioned an alumna from Loras to talk to, 
and that is what helped propel me forward with the 
MBA after pondering it for years.”

Now in his 12th year at the company, and with his 
MBA from Loras College, Ernst, a quality engineer,  
will no longer be prevented from career advancement.

Ernst’s fellow Deere employee, Jenna Gacioch,  
MBA (’18) also earned her advanced degree  
from Loras. In fact, they were in the same cohort.

“Eric was a godsend to me at a couple of points,”  
she said.

Gacioch is currently an administrator for an 
application that provides feedback to suppliers.   

Internally, the culture at John Deere strongly 
encourages employees to continue their growth  
both intellectually and as community members.

“In my role, we are revamping all our systems, and 
one of the things I volunteered for was an analytics 
program on building subjective feedback: how 
people give feedback and how we get it more 
frequently and how we apply analytical tools. I am 
able to roll it directly into what I am working on now.

“I don’t know if I would have been a good fit for that 
project without my degree.”

After initially starting to pursue her MBA elsewhere, 
the lack of a challenge led Gacioch to seek out a 
different avenue.

“The first location was just the standard MBA. I 
had my undergrad in business, so it was all the 
things I had already studied. That is fine if you 
want to check a box, but I wanted to learn more. I 
investigated other programs, and Loras had the 
analytics. That is what made Loras the right fit for 
me,” she explained.

It was a change that she knows was the right move.

“I learned a ton, and I was able to individualize it 
for myself.”

ALUMNI

MORE THAN JUST

Recent Loras MBA grads 
find success with the 
backing of their employerA BOX

CHECKING

Ernst feels the same way and knows that his degree 
and experience at Loras has set him up to succeed 
moving forward.

“For me, I wanted to learn something new, and I feel 
like I walked away with something special. I now 
have a skill set that really can be applied regardless 
of what position I might have in the future.

I WANTED 
TO LEARN 
SOMETHING 
NEW AND I 
FEEL LIKE 
I WALKED 
AWAY WITH 
SOMETHNG 
SPECIAL.

-Eric Ernst (MBA '18)
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“John Deere is a huge data-driven company, and 
I now have this understanding of how these 
databases work and what kind of data we are 
populating them with. By being able to navigate 
that and utilize the visualization and analytics tools, 
I’ve been able to come up with things to help my 
department’s production area in regard to reporting 
assembly-line issues, status of machines, and 
effectively communicate cross-functionally to drive 
decisions.”

What made the degree more attainable was the 
support Ernst and Gacioch received from their 
employer. In both cases, John Deere provided the 
financial support to pay for their degrees while 
they continued to work, but the support extended 
beyond that.

“Earning an advanced degree is highly encouraged at 
John Deere. They allocate time during the workday so 
you can work on your homework and not have to do 
it on personal time. It was helpful because Eric and I 
could work on things together since we work  
in the same building.”

That support extends among all the Deere 
employees who have graduated from the Loras  
MBA program. When schedules allow, they get 
together to go over what they are working on and 
help keep each other sharp.

Both Ernst and Gacioch praised the cohort 
approach and felt they benefitted from being  
able to progress through the program with the 
same group of classmates.

“You got to know a group of people, so it was easier 
to study and bounce ideas off each other, unlike a 
normal MBA where you just take classes willy-nilly,” 
Gacioch explained.

Ernst agreed, “Generally speaking, there was a core 
group that went through it together over two years, 
and it was really a highlight, forming those bonds.”

The other component that both felt they benefitted 
from was the analytics focus.

“The analytics coursework and the diverse group 
of professors working with us were really helpful, 
specifically with regards to using visualizations 
and learning the Tableau and analytics tools,” 
Ernst said. “I don’t necessary use them day to day, 
but because I can better understand how they are 
applied where we can, I have already been able to 
apply a good deal of that knowledge.”

“It was challenging. I like data and interpreting it,  
so I thought it would be good to build my skill set 
with something I hadn’t studied before,” added 
Gacioch. “It was a good fit because of the business 
focus, rather than just how to program everything 
with an IT focus. Loras’ approach was much more 
appealing to me. I am now able to work with the IT 
groups, relate to the language and understand what 
they are looking for. I can’t build a query, but I can 
talk to IT, who will build the query and make things 
go much quicker.”

In the end, both are pleased with their decision to go 
to Loras and know it helps set them up for success 
moving forward. 

“You’re not setting yourself up to be a data scientist, 
but understanding this background makes you 
better at leading the people who are doing it or 
finding the ways to use it where they aren’t using it 
already,” explained Ernst. “The perspective of data 
is the biggest differentiator.”

Higher res. photo?

“I now have a skill set that really can  
be applied regardless of what position  

I might have in the future.”
— Eric Ernst, MBA (’18)

— Jenna Gacioch, MBA (’18)

“I looked into other programs, and  
Loras had the analytics. That is what 

made Loras the right fit for me.”

For more information about the Executive MBA 
Program at Loras, contact Megan Henderson  
at megan.henderson@loras.edu or visit
loras.edu/MBA



When they take the mat for 
the Loras wrestling team, 
seven Duhawks represent 
more than just their college. 
Guy Patron Jr. (’20), Nathan Pitts (’21), Stevie Lee 
(’22), Mateo Sanchez (’21), Richard Hunter (’21), 
Reis Ginter (’22) and Brandon Turner (’21) are  
all serving in the United States National Guard  
in addition to attending Loras.

When Patron got his initial experience with the 
Guard during his first year, he was able to learn 
more as the year progressed and realized it was a 
good fit for him.

“When I got back to school to start my second year 
is when I enrolled. I was active for the whole school 
year and left for boot camp in May for the entire 
summer. Being away from everyone made for a long 
summer, but I made a lot of money and got a lot 
out of it.”

Ginter was quicker to commit, in part due to  
a military tradition in his family.

“I joined the Guard in April 2017 and went to boot 
camp the same year,” he explained. “I enrolled not 
knowing anything since I didn’t have any pre-boot 
camp training, but I adapted pretty quickly. The 
reason I joined is because I have a father in the 
Navy and a grandfather in the Air Force. I also 
wanted to help pay for my schooling.”

Regardless of other motivations, the Guard 
continues to play a significant role in helping each 
Duhawk navigate the financial demands of higher 
education.

“I joined because I was worried about college debt, 
and my brother talked to me about it,” explained 
Lee. “He said it would be smart to do. The Guard 
put me in the right position and helped me out.  
It changed my life.”

Head Wrestling Coach TJ Miller explained that the 
National Guard provides an option for students to 
consider when looking at attending Loras.

“This isn’t anything that is forced by us. There have 
been a few kids who aren’t sure they can afford 
the education, so we introduced them to recruiters 
in the Guard and explained what the Guard can 
do for them. It seems like wrestlers are just more 
inclined to be interested in the military.”

Pitts recalled how his introduction to the Guard 
served two purposes.

“I came up here for a visit, and as we were looking  
at financial aid, I knew I didn’t have enough 
money to support myself. Coach Miller pulled  
me aside and told me about the Guard, and it  
was something I always wanted to do since my 
older brother was in it. I took the opportunity.”

For Sanchez, the transition of moving from Fresno, 
Calif., to attend Loras was made easier by his 
Guard experience. He also feels it will continue to 
benefit him once he earns his degree.

“The Guard helped me because I am so far away 
from home and haven't been away this long before. 
It helped me adapt to a different pace, manage 
finances and continue my education. After school, it 
will be something I can use as a stepping stone to 
start a career.”

Miller has seen a noticeable difference in how the 
student-athletes have benefitted from their Guard 
experience. 

“There was one student-athlete who was struggling 
with discipline and organization. He went through 
basic training, and it really changed him for the 
better. He is on top of things and more organized. I 
don’t think any of them have had a bad experience.”

Each wrestler is quick to point out the pride they 
feel as a member of the Guard, but they advise 
anyone thinking about signing up to make sure  
they are ready for the challenge.

CURRENT NEWS

THESE LORAS WRESTLERS ARE PROUD  
TO SERVE IN THE NATIONAL GUARD

Men in  
(Multiple) 
Uniforms

Back row: Guy Patron, Jr. (’20), Nathan Pitts (’21)   
Front row: Stevie Lee (’22), Reis Ginter (’22), Mateo Sanchez (’21); 
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“I did my college search on Google because I didn’t really know  
what I was doing at the time,” she laughed.

Moving to Dyersville, Iowa, after graduating high school, Gomez 
applied to Loras, Clarke University and the University of Dubuque,  
and was accepted at all three.

“I visited Loras once and really liked it. I looked at other schools but, 
knowing I wanted to pursue a degree in Spanish, I visited Loras a 
second time. I came back a third time to reassure myself that this 
is where I wanted to be.”

Gomez is majoring in Spanish and sociology with a minor in public 
relations. Her initial semester as a student was difficult, but it was 
the Loras community that helped her adjust.

“My first semester, I missed home and it was a culture shock,” she 
explained. “Coming from Georgia, it just isn’t as diverse, so I wasn’t 
the best student because I was having trouble handling it. Once I 
started meeting people, I found a good support system to help get me 
focused on school and change my outlook. I had people really looking 
out for me."

“After that first semester, I had the realization that fellow students 
and faculty were helping me to get my education and I wasn’t doing 
my part. That support helped get me straightened out, and it has 
continued.”

And that support is something Gomez sees everywhere.

“Everyone says Loras is a tight-knit community, but I have lived it, 
so I know it’s true. Duhawks really do help Duhawks.

As a student, Gomez has been involved in the Intercultural Programs 
Office and has also been a mentor for Modes of Inquiry (MOI). In 
her final year at Loras, she is working as an intern in the Admission 
Office. All those experiences are helping her to work toward her 
career goal of helping low-income families navigate higher education.

“Eventually, I want to help bridge the gap within the education system. 
For a lot of low-income families, it is hard for them to the know what 
is out there because they don’t have the resources. I want to be 
someone who works with them to provide the help they need.”

Ultimately, that third visit to Loras as a prospective student was the 
right move.

 “It’s been a good four years for me."

For Brenda Gomez (’19), who was born in Mexico  
and raised in Georgia, attending Loras College was  
a significant cultural change. In fact, even finding  
a college was something different altogether.

WITH A LITTLE HELP 
FROM HER FRIENDS
Graduation is in sight thanks to   
support from fellow Duhawks

CURRENT NEWS

 “Everyone says Loras is a tight-knit 
community, but I have lived, it so  
I know it’s true. Duhawks really  
do help Duhawks.” —Brenda Gomez ('19)



Heitkamp Planetarium has a new projector 
thanks to the efforts of Loras students

CURRENT NEWS

From left: Natalie Droeske (’19), Jacob Till (’19), Austin 
Kuchenbecker (’19) Celia De Silva ('19), Audrey Miller (’19)
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Written by: Natalie Droeske (’19)

After initial macro-and micro-level research in 
which the group learned about the history of the 
planetarium and a variety of projectors available  
for purchase, brainstorming fundraising ideas  
along the way, they set out working on several  
local grant applications. An irreplaceable 
contributor on this front was part-time director 
of foundation and government support Valorie 
Woerdehoff (’82, M.A.’12 ), who worked with the 
students crafting and submitting the applications  
to the various organizations. 

“I am thrilled that this project is moving to completion. 
Getting a new projector has been on my ‘wish list’  
of projects for which to seek funding since I began 
in this position nine years ago. The planetarium has 
such a rich history at Loras, providing educational 
outreach to the entire tri-state area for decades. 
Having the honors students steer a path to making 
possible the updating of this facility is a great 
contribution to the college and the larger community,” 
Woerdehoff said.

Additionally, the students held various movie-night 
fundraisers open to the public throughout their 
project to further supplement their fundraising 
efforts and generated an active social media 
marketing campaign dubbed some of the “best 
marketing efforts of any Honors group” by Loras 
President Jim Collins ('84). The group also opened 
up an online donation forum, created and sold 
T-shirts that featured an image of the night sky from 
the day the planetarium was completed and worked 
with faculty and staff members to decide how the 
new technology will be implemented and used 
moving forward. 

“It’s been exciting for us to watch all the generous 
donations come in and ultimately lead to the 
purchase of a new projector for our beloved 
planetarium. Like any other Honors project, this one 
has been an appreciable amount of work. However, 
the work has proved to all be worth it,” Miller said.

The planetarium is such a unique and valued 
resource that the Honors students who undertook 
this ambitious project did so with the determination 
and mindset to see that a new projector was purchased. 

“The planetarium provides an outlet for our universal 
curiosity in those things greater than ourselves. 
Bringing a new projector to this campus means we 
can continue to bring our community closer together 
through our exploration of the universe around us,” 
Kuchenbecker said. 

Most importantly, this group has embraced a 
tradition of success within the program that will 
continue to benefit the greater Loras community  
for years to come.

The Loras College Honors Program is 
built on the pillars of interdisciplinary 
research, student collaboration 
and service-based community 
contribution. Students learn to 
embody these traits in a three-year 
project that helps them also hone 
skills in academic exploration and 
cultural competency. The most recent 
success of a senior group speaks to 
these characteristics and many more.

Heitkamp Planetarium has been part of the Loras 
College campus since Sept. 27, 1965. Since then, it 
has entertained and educated students, staff and 
members of the local community alike. With the help 
of Natalie Droeske (’19), Audrey Miller (’19), Austin 
Kuchenbecker (’19), Celia da Silva (’19) and Jacob 
Till (’19), the planetarium is now home to one of the 
most state-of-the-art planetarium projectors within 
a 100-mile radius of the city of Dubuque. 

“The honors program links academic research with 
real-world problem-solving, and this group has 
navigated through both small and large problems,” 
said Dr. Erin VanLaningham, Director of the Honors 
program. “This group took a local, homegrown 
project and has been able to reach a larger 
audience, campus and beyond.”

During their second year, the students chose 
the task of replacing the planetarium’s projector, 
a project proposed by Dr. Kristen Thompson, 
Associate Professor of Engineering, who would 
become the group’s invaluable mentor. As each 
of the students stemmed from a different field of 
study, collaboration and teamwork were integral 
components of the project.

“Being involved with the Heitkamp Planetarium 
allows me to work with an interdisciplinary team, 
a nice contrast to being surrounded by business 
majors most of the day. It’s exciting to work with 
others who come from different backgrounds,”  
said da Silva. 

The students’ other fields of study included creative 
writing (Droeske), chemistry and Spanish (Miller), 
biochemistry (Kuchenbecker) and kinesiology (Till). 

“Interdisciplinary work is one of the core components 
of the honors program. Students work outside 
of their major to use their own gifts and talents 
on a project that support the pillars of a liberal 
arts education and holistic learning,” said 
VanLaningham.

Heitkamp Planetarium was originally 
conceived as part of an effort to mark 
the 125th anniversary of Loras College 
with the creation of an observatory 
followed by a larger planetarium. 
Initially, the observatory was 
constructed and financed entirely by 
donations and campus gifts, whereas 
the planetarium took longer to fund.

Planning for both buildings began  
in 1962, but the planetarium took  
on special significance when Professor 
George Heitkamp passed away in 
1964 – his 50th year as a member of 
the science faculty. A celebration of his 
service was already in the works at the 
time of his death, so the planetarium 
was named in Heitkamp’s honor.

While money was being raised  
to fund the structure, construction 
crews were already on campus building 
Binz Hall, but work was halted for the 
arrival of a crane from France that 
was stuck in New York City due to a 
dock worker strike. Monsignor Dorance 
Foley, then president of Loras College, 
negotiated to have the idle workers 
build the planetarium at a reduced  
rate while they waited for the crane.

The building was completed at a cost  
of $82,165, with half of the funds 
provided by an anonymous donor and 
opened to the public on May 1, 1966.  
It hosted over 1,600 visitors in the 
first month and has continued holding 
screenings to this day.

THE HISTORY 
OF HEITKAMP 
PLANETARIUM



 

Roman Ciapalo, Ph.D., is a 
professor of philosophy and 
the Andrew P. Studdert Chair 
of Business Ethics and Crisis 
Leadership at Loras College.  
He has taught at Loras since 
1982.

Ethics Matters will appear in 
each issue of the Loras College 
Magazine and strives to bring 
into sharper focus moral issues  
of current relevance and 
perennial importance.

The Ethics Matters essay in the last 
issue of this magazine ended with  
the suggestion that human fulfillment 
depends in part on living with others 
in friendship. And, as the above 
quotation attests, it is something  
that many people seem to value 
highly. But, perhaps not surprisingly, 
friendship is yet another one of those 
words that is often used, but seldom 
defined. Let us explore its meaning by 
reflecting upon what these quotations 
seem to have in common.

Although we could turn to many thinkers for 
assistance, it is Aristotle who provides us some 
fundamental guidance on the matter. He begins 
by examining the three reasons why we might like 
someone: because he or she is pleasant, useful or 
good. Each of these reasons might be considered 
a basis for friendship. But, the most perfect and 
desirable of these is the one based on character, 
namely when each person recognizes that the 

other is a person of good character, possessing 
the fundamental virtues of courage, temperance, 
justice and prudence, among others.

But, there is a caution. In his Nicomachean Ethics, 
Aristotle says that “those who love for the sake 
of utility love for the sake of what is good for 
themselves, and those who love for the sake of 
pleasure do so for the sake of what is pleasant  
to themselves, and not insofar as the other is the 
person loved but insofar as he or she is useful 
or pleasant. And thus these friendships are only 
incidental; for it is not as being the person that he 
or she is that the loved person is loved, but only as 
providing some good or pleasure.” Accordingly, he 
concludes that relationships based on usefulness 
or pleasure are only incomplete approximations of 
true friendship. 

“Perfect friendship,” on the other hand, “is the 
friendship of persons who are good, and alike in 
virtue; for these wish well alike to each other as 
good, and they are good themselves. Now those 
who wish well to their friends for their sake are 
most truly friends; for they do this by reason 

of their own nature and not just incidentally…
and such a friendship is as might be expected 
permanent, since there meet in it all the qualities 
that friends should have.”

Perhaps, then, this is one of the key insights 
regarding genuine friendship: wanting for the 
other person not what is best for us, but what 
is best for them – loving the other for his/her 
own sake. In the deepest and most complete 
sense, people enjoy genuine friendship when 
they spend their time in shared activities. And, 
when this sort of mutual goodwill is present, we 
have a real friendship where both participants 
find themselves in a position to flourish. And 
that is why one of the key contributors to human 
fulfillment and happiness involves living with 
others in friendship. 

For more resources about ethics  
in business, contact Dr. Ciapalo  
at roman.ciapalo@loras.edu.

FRIENDSHIP

CURRENT NEWS

“MY BEST FRIEND IS THE MAN WHO IN WISHING  
ME WELL WISHES IT FOR MY SAKE.” – ARISTOTLE
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RECENT PREPARING FOR WORK AS A BORDER PATROL AGENT

“So far, my time here has consisted of classwork, 
firearms and tactics training as well as physical 
conditioning and defensive tactics,” Carlson 
explained.

All this training will culminate in a career that  
he began preparing for while studying at Loras.

“By graduation, I had been going through the 
hiring process for many months. I knew that I 
wanted to have a career in law enforcement 
and preferably as a federal agent. When looking 
through the different federal agencies that were 
hiring, I was immediately attracted to the Border 
Patrol. Mainly because of how active they are, 
the men and women of the Border Patrol are 
continuously out and about, rather than working 
in an office that was attractive to me. Another 
aspect of the Border Patrol that attracted my 
attention was the locations they worked, along 
the border. I want to see and experience different 
parts of the country when I am young and in my 
professional career.”

As his training progressed, Carlson has seen the 
benefits of his liberal arts education from Loras.

“Here at the Border Patrol Academy there are a 
lot of stresses put on us. From tests in different 
subjects, to the difficulties of our physical 
techniques department, there is a lot going on. 
Loras College prepared me for this through the 
different classes I was taking along with being  
a student-athlete.

“The course load at Loras had prepared me for this. 
My study habits and techniques from college have 
transferred over. My experiences as a politics 
student at Loras is helping me understand the 
laws that relate to a Border Patrol agent’s work 
and how they are implemented in the field.”

FROM LORAS TO 
LAW ENFORCEMENT

A mere 1,259 miles from the Loras College campus, Kevin Carlson (’18) is completing his 
training at the Border Patrol Academy in Artesia, N.M. As a Border Patrol agent trainee, 
he is earning a comprehensive look at the details that make up his new job.

CURRENT NEWS

Kevin Carlson ('18) attributes  his Loras  experience, 
including his time as a football player, to preparing 

him for his career.

Another major component that has helped Carlson 
transition to his new position is his experiences 
with the Loras football team and head coach 
Steve Helminiak (’91).

“Coach often spoke on how playing football  
was the easiest part of our day, that practicing 
the sport we loved is easy. What was hard was 
ensuring we are student-athletes rather than  
our focus being on football first.

“His after-practices speeches and personal 
conversations focused on being a good, well-
rounded individual, and that is already benefiting 
me in beginning my professional career.”

Carlson also cites his classroom experiences  
for preparing him for his new role, particularly  
the efforts of Professor of Criminal Justice Len 
Decker, Ph.D (’74) and Associate Professor of 
Criminal Justice Valerie Bell, Ph.D.

“My criminal justice classes will surely help me in 
my future law enforcement career. My experience at 
Loras has surely prepared me for the real world.”

My experience at Loras 
has surely prepared me 
for the real world. – KEVIN CARLSON
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Duhawk Day is one day out of the year when alumni and 
friends across the globe share their love for Loras College. 
Whether it is sharing photos on social media, attending 
events in one’s hometown or giving a gift to be part of the 
1,450 donor goal, the opportunities to celebrate are endless. 

 

Last year marked a new era for Duhawk Day in that it was moved from  
its original date in May to its new commemoration in March. One of the 
biggest reasons for the change was to boost student involvement. With the  
day of celecration in March, most students would be on campus, allowing for 
campus-wide activities, creating additional excitement and Loras pride.

A special event that took place last year was a visit day for prospective 
students to experience firsthand what Duhawk Day is all about. Students 
visiting campus stayed in residence halls with current Student Ambassadors 
and participated in numerous activities including a trivia night, a mock class, 
as well as the “Yell Like L” event, in which student organizations competed to 
show who had the most school spirit.

Five prospective students who visited are now on campus completing their 
second semesters as Duhawks. Richie Hernandez (’22) from Chicago, Ill., 
recounted what it was like being a "Duhawk for a Day" in 2018 as he looks 
forward to Duhawk Day on March 13, 2019. 

WHAT INTERESTED YOU IN ATTENDING THE 
OVERNIGHT VISIT?

I was interested in Loras' Athletic Training program and being a part of the  
men’s volleyball team.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE BEING ON CAMPUS DURING 
DUHAWK DAY 2018? 

I had a lot of fun during Duhawk Day! Everyone around campus was so  
friendly and happy as they were celebrating what it means to be a Duhawk.  
I got to spend the day like a current student, enjoying meals on campus, joining 
activities and touring all of Loras. This visit helped me decide to come to Loras, 
and I fell in love with the campus. This experience showed me what "Duhawks 
supporting Duhawks" really means. 

WHAT ARE YOU MOST LOOKING FORWARD TO ABOUT 
THIS UPCOMING YEAR’S DUHAWK DAY NOW THAT  
YOU ARE A CURRENT STUDENT?

I’m looking forward to meeting even more Duhawks around campus and 
hopefully some future Duhawks who visit campus during the Duhawk Day 
overnight this year!  

DUHAWK
Richie Hernandez (’22)

CURRENT NEWS
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The National Alumni Board (NAB) was created in 1989. This group represents Loras College 
alumni and graduates from across the country, helping to develop and promote the support of 
fellow alumni and friends through a variety of programs, events and communications. Members 
serve a four-year term, with an option to renew for an additional term. Each member supports 
and is engaged with student recruitment, philanthropy and alumni engagement.

WELCOME,  

NATIONAL ALUMNI BOARD MEMBERS

Major: Philosophy  
Career:  Vice President of Manufacturing,  

Cascade Lumber Company
Family:  Lives in Cascade, Iowa, 
             with his wife and four adult children

“I am honored to serve as a board member on our 
National Alumni Board. The mission of Loras is 
always relevant, perhaps more today than ever. My 
hope is to be able to assist Loras in furthering this 
mission in any way that I can. If you’re a fellow 
alumnus, you’ve been given a gift. You have done 
some hard work and have probably been helped by 
a lot of people along the way. Use that gift wisely 
and use that gift to help others when you can.”

PAT NOONAN (’76)

Major:  Electromechanical Engineering
Career:  Senior Resident Inspector, Quad Cities 

Nuclear Generating Station
Family:  Lives in Davenport, Iowa,    

with his wife and two sons

“It’s my goal to get more alumni involved in 
spreading the word about the quality of college 
education and experience that Loras provides, in 
addition to increasing the amount of giving from 
alumni and shining a light on the quality people 
Loras is putting out into the workforce each year. 
Encourage people you know to investigate Loras. 
Follow Loras through their website and social 
media. Attend local alumni gatherings and see 
how you can support Loras. Come back to campus 

– especially for Homecoming – and attend some of 
the numerous events!”

ROB MURRAY (’01)

Major: Media Studies
Career:  Owner, Forever Ready Productions, LLC
Family:  Lives in Memphis, Tenn.,  

with her husband and son

“I am hoping to strategically encourage alumni 
around the country to do what we’ve already 
started doing organically in Memphis: employ and 
provide internships for Duhawks. To me,  
that makes a donation to the college extra special. 
When you connect to the ‘why’ behind your 
donation of time, money or resources, it makes  
it more meaningful. Don’t forget where you came 
from. Seriously, it’s important to realize the impact 
Loras College had on your career, perspective, life 
experience and understanding of the world.”

LAUREN (SQUIRES) READY (’08)

ALUMNI

NAB has honored distinguished alumni with awards and launched the Loras College credit card that offers benefits for alumni and Loras. Recognizing the financial needs 
of students, NAB created and funded a scholarship that is given as students enter Loras and continues throughout their four years of college. Over the last 10 years, 
NAB has made donations of more than $140,000 to fund these scholarships.



CURRENT NEWS

Pro Deo et patria (For God and Country) has been the motto of Loras College since 
it was established in 1839. For the last 180 years, Duhawks have been making 
their mark in the community, in our country and all over the world. Recently  
the National Alumni Board recognized the latest group of Distinguished Alumni. 
Upon receiving their award, recipients had this to say about Loras:

“Loras is just a very special place with core values 
that are exceptional. I could never have achieved 

what I have if I’d gone anywhere else.” 
 PAT LILLIS, M.D. (’71), AMICUS (LATIN FOR “FRIEND”)

“I love Loras and I thank God every day that my 
parents made the sacrifices they did for me to come 

here. Loras started me on this incredible journey.” 
 MIKE MCCREA, PH.D. (’88), PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS

“Loras laid a foundation for ethical decision-
making, active learning and a service mindset.  

I knew that whatever I did after graduation 
should be centered in serving God and others.” 

 LAUREN (SQUIRES) READY (’08), YOUNG ALUMNI  

“I am blessed to have worked with students as they 
discover themselves and plan for their future. Helping 

them to pursue their passion is a true gift.” 
 KAREN (GONNER) STURM (’80), CAMPUS CONTRIBUTIONS

“I am proud to be a Loras graduate, and  
I hope to continue to be a living example  

of how we all can make a difference.” 
 ROGER SCHILTZ (’64), HUMANITARIAN  

2018 DISTINGUISHED DUHAWKS

–  Significant achievements in chosen 
field or particular endeavor

–  Reflects honor on the College 
through personal or professional 
activities

–  Contributes to the College in 
outstanding ways or made 
significant contributions to the 
community at-large

–  Demonstrates particular 
professional accomplishment and 
exemplifies the educational mission 
of the College

–  Shows excellence in contribution 
of time and talents to benefit the 
community either on a local, state 
or national level

–  Shows exceptional personal 
commitment involving time and 
effort while at Loras College

–  Displays Christian ideals in daily 
life put forth by the College

The National Alumni Board has 
been honoring alumni for their 
contributions since 1989. Help 
 us recognize a professor, 
classmate, mentor or friend; 
nominate someone you know who 
is making their mark by March 31, 
2019. Log on to loras.edu/alumni

Recipients are 
identified based on  
the following criteria:
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While the ringing in as first-year students and ringing  
out as graduates is a relatively new chapter in the story  
of traditions at Loras, the tale of the bell itself is a history  
of travel, neglect, loss and, ultimately, victory.

The bell was originally cast in Cincinnati, Ohio, at 
the Charles G. Coffin Foundry around 1840. Bishop 
Mathias Loras brought the bell to the Mississippi River 
Valley, where it was installed in the bell tower of Mount 
St. Bernard Seminary in Key West, Iowa, just south of 
Dubuque. Following the bishop’s death in 1858, the 
building was left dormant and fell into disrepair. Over 
time, the building began to collapse, and the bell was 
buried until it was found at the site 30 years later by  
a local historian. It was then taken to St. Raphael’s 
Cathedral in Dubuque, where it was stored and 
eventually forgotten again.

It wasn’t until the next century and after World War I when 
the bell was rediscovered and moved to Dubuque College. 
After the school changed its name to Columbia College, 
the bell was settled in at the school’s museum.

In 1940, the senior class at now-Loras College took the 
initiative to give the bell more prominence. They built  
a limestone courtyard to the north of Hennessy Hall and 
hung the bell so it could ring after all athletic victories, 
earning the name “The Victory Bell.” It would prove to  
be a short-term home, as it was removed shortly after  
the completion of Christ the King Chapel in 1947.

Instead of going back into storage, however, the bell  
was put into a frame on wheels so it could be moved out 
to the Rock Bowl during football games. It tolled for every 
Duhawk touchdown for decades until it transitioned into 
its new role in 2005, as graduating seniors rang it to 
signal the end of their final exams.

Through its nearly 180 years, the Victory Bell has found a 
true home at Loras College, ringing out the arrivals of 
Duhawks and celebrating the achievements of graduates.

Loras Traditions

The sound of “Victory”
Since 2005, Duhawks have marked their time at Loras College by 
tolling the Victory Bell. Incoming students ring the bell to signal 
the start of their time on campus while departing seniors use it  
to sound the completion of their academic work.

Since 2005, incoming 
students have rung the 
Victory Bell to mark 
the start of their Loras 
experience including 
Grace D'Antico ('22) 
and Josh Smith ('22).

Carl Ruhland ('41) and Anthony Wagener ('44) inspect the 
Victory Bell in its new home in the Senior Court in 1940.



This is a section of the magazine, 
where you’ll find a conglomeration 
of chatter on Loras College social 
media! Ranging from profound  
or funny to simple or just “very 
Loras,” we’ll give you a snapshot  
in each issue of what is happening 
in Loras’ social world. Follow us!

TRENDING

CURRENT NEWS





               

Duhawks got together 
across the country for 
various events, including 
the following locations:

 Mesa, Ariz.

 Burr Ridge, Ill.

 Sanibel, Fla.

 Waterloo, Iowa

 Lisle, Ill.

 Rockford, Ill.

 Denver, Colo.

 Dubuque, Iowa

 Cedar Rapids, Iowa

 Chicago, Ill.

 Des Moines, Iowa

 
(

National Alumni Board Meeting

Men's Basketball Alumni Reunion 

Network of Dubuque Duhawk Den
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Network of Cedar Rapids/Iowa City Tailgate

Chicago Christmas Social

 
(

Rockford Scholarship Luncheon

Colorado Presidential Reception

Women's Leadership Speaker Meg Bucaro Wojtas ('98)

Loras vs. Benedictine Tailgate in Lisle, Ill.



 RECOGNITION

ROBERT MEISCH (’75) attended the 
first module of a four-part series 
given by Dr. Arthur C. Croft, specialist 
and director of the Spine Research 
Institute of San Diego, Calif. This is 
an advanced training class in the 
research relating to all aspects of 
cervical acceleration/deceleration 
syndrome, commonly known as 
whiplash, as well as associated 
disorders. 

CONNIE (BANDY) HODGE (’81) was 
hired at Statera Integrated Health 
and Wellness Solutions in Dubuque, 
Iowa. She has been in the fitness, 
health and performance enhancement 
industry for more than 20 years and 
has training in indoor cycling, indoor 
rowing and the TRX suspended 
training system. 

WILLIAM BURNS (’82) was ordained  
a deacon of the Archdiocese of 
Chicago, Ill., on May 12, 2018, at 
Holy Nova Cathedral. He attended 
Mundelein Seminary (St. Mary of 
the Life) for four years and currently 
serves at St. Vinton Parish in Chicago. 
Burns retired from the Chicago Police 
Department in August 2011, where 
he worked as a Field Training Officer, 
Police Officer Dispatch and Police 
Officer for 26 years. He has continued 
to work for the Fraternal Order of 
Police (FOP) as a sergeant at arms  
for the past 15 years. 

LAURIE (WEBER) HELLING (’82) was 
promoted to inside sales support 
for field learning technology 
representatives  
at McGraw-Hill Education in Dubuque. 
She has been with the company for 
23 years. 

TERRI (URBAIN) SCHIESL (’90) was 
promoted to managing director of the 
business, economics, CIT, and student 
success portfolios at McGraw-Hill 
Education in Dubuque. 

JOHN TURSI (’90) was elected interim 
CEO for the Boys & Girls Clubs of  
the Cedar Valley in Waterloo, Iowa.  
He recently completed his 20th  
year as director of the organization.

MICHELLE (WOOLT) BECWAR (’91) 
was appointed as partnership 
development supervisor at the 
Pennsylvania Avenue branch of 
Dupaco Community Credit Union  
in Dubuque. 

CHRISTINE (KLAZURA) MOORE (’92) 
graduated from Cameron University 
in Lawton, Okla., with a Master’s 
of Science in Behavioral Science 
focusing on a major in Marriage and 
Family Therapy. She was selected 
as Oklahoma Graduate Student of 
the Year and received the Cameron 
University Top 10 award and the 
Who’s Who award, which recognizes 
the top one percent of students at 
Cameron.

JOHN FITZPATRICK (’95) was 
promoted as account administrator, 
transportation insurance group at 
Cottingham & Butler in Dubuque. 

AMANDA (ZWACK) BRUNE (’98) was 
hired as customer service associates 
for the individual segment solutions 
team at Prudential Financial in 
Dubuque. 

TRICIA (NADERMANN) KUETER (’98) 
was promoted to corporate tax 
manager, vice president at Heartland 
Financial USA in Dubuque. 

TOM ROSSI (’98) was named one of 
the Top 5 National Financial Directors 
by Northwestern Mutual – Chicago, 
where he is currently is a wealth and 
management director.

RON BESLER (’99) was hired  
as a realtor at RE/MAX  
Advantage Realty in Dubuque. 

ALEJANDRO PINO (’99) was promoted 
as director of the Young Parents 
Network (YPN) in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

KRISTOFER LYONS (’01) was honored 
with the 2018 Corridor Business 
Journal Forty Under 40 award in the 
Iowa City/Cedar Rapids area. He also 
was elected to the position of Jones 
County (Iowa) Attorney. 

SAMANTHA EVANS (’06) was hired 
as talent manager coordinator at 
Heartland Financial USA in Dubuque.

EMILY (JASPER) BROWN (’07) was 
appointed as portfolio manager  
team lead, assistant vice president  
at Heartland Financial USA in 
Dubuque. 

ASHLEY GILBERTSON (’08) was 
promoted to account services 
manager at Boyd Gaming  
Corporation in Dubuque. 

DAVID MCELROY (’08) was appointed 
as data architecture supervisor  
at the Pennsylvania Avenue branch  
of Dupaco Community Credit Union in 
Dubvuque. 

LUKE PATTAROZZI (’08) was hired at 
Loras College as Assistant Director of 
Marketing for Enrollment.

STACY (BAHL) RISSMAN (’08) was hired 
as a mortgage leading consultant  
at Dupaco Community Credit Union in 
Dubuque.  

JARID BROCKMAN (’09) attended 
the annual Barron’s Top Financial 
Advisors Summit held in Palm 
Beach, Fla.

AMANDA (SCHERRMAN) BRANDT (’10) 
was appointed as portfolio manager 
team lead, assistant vice president  
at Heartland Financial USA in 
Dubuque. 

JAMIE (HELLING) LUCAS (’10) was 
promoted to senior designer at Boyd 
Gaming Corporation in Dubuque. 

DAVE DUDEK (’12) was hired as  
loan maintenance specialist II  
at Heartland Financial USA in 
Dubuque.

JUSTIN GONNER (’13) was hired  
as a commercial account executive  
at Medical Associates Health Plans  
in Dubuque. 

NEIL LANGE (’13) was promoted to  
tax analyst at Prudential Financial.  
He will support various business 
areas to ensure compliance with  
tax requirements in Dubuque. 

JIMMY NAPRSTEK (’13) was promoted  
to Director of Marketing and 
Communications at Loras College.

HOLLY (HARTMAN) BRIES (’14) was 
hired as customer service associate 
for the individual segment solutions 
team at Prudential Financial in 
Dubuque. 
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 BABIES

CHRISTOPHER (’96) and Jeanne 
BREHM, a son, July 31, 2018 

MARK (’97) and Staci MCKEON,  
a son, Oct. 7, 2018 

JILL (WILLENBORG) (’98) and  
Chris KINNISON, a son, July 31, 2018

JARED (’04) and Kristina HEIM,  
a daughter, Aug. 5, 2018

PETER (’04) and Jessica HESSELMAN, 
a son, Aug. 3, 2018

ANNE (DUENSER) (’04) and Michael 
OSGOOD, a daughter, July 16, 2018 

TOM (’05) and Jenna ANDREWS,  
a son, Nov. 24, 2018 

JOSH (’05) and MOLLY  
(SIEVERDING) (’13) CROWELL,  
a daughter, Aug. 11, 2018

JARED (’06) and MARY BRIDGET 
(CORKEN) (’06) DEUTSCH, a son,  
Oct. 30, 2018 

GERARDO (’06) and Jennifer FLORES,  
a daughter, July 13, 2018 

BENJAMIN (’06) and Natalie GAU,  
a daughter, Sept. 14, 2018

BRADLEY (’06) and Stefanie 
HINGTGEN, a son, Jan. 3, 2018 

GEOFFREY (’07) and KELSEY (KRUSE) 
(’12) KAISER, a son, Sept. 19, 2018 

KAREN (SMITH) (’07) and Nathan 
RUNDE, a daughter, Aug. 29, 2018

JAMIE (SCHMITT) (’07) and Cole 
WEINER, a daughter, Aug. 20, 2018

STEPHANIE (BEER) (’08) and Reid 
DESOTEL, a son, Aug. 13, 2018

JASON (’08) and Molly FIGGINS,  
a daughter, Sept. 21, 2018

ANDREW (’08) and KRISTEN 
(DAVIDSON) (’07) REICHERT,  
a son, July 8, 2018 

ROSEANN (TAPHORN) (’09) and  
Justin HAEDT, twin sons, Nov. 22, 2018

ROAMN (’09) and Brooke HUMMEL,  
a son, Aug. 3, 2018

MICHELLE (GOEBEL) (’09) and  
Al KLEIN, a daughter, July 4, 2018 

CHRISTOPHER (’09) and ANGELA 
(KETTMAN) (’10) READ, a daughter, 
Sept. 11, 2018

STEVEN ANDERSON (’10) and  
KELSEY MCELROY-ANDERSON (’10),  
a daughter, Nov. 28, 2018

MICHAEL (’10) and HEATHER 
(HEFFERNEN) (’10) BLACK,  
a son, Aug. 26, 2018

NICHOLAS (’10) and Kristen KUNNERT, 
a son, Sept. 18, 2018

ELLIOT (’10) and Ashley MCALLISTER, 
a daughter, Nov. 27, 2018

NICHOLAS (’10) and ASHLEY  
(BOFFELI) (’10) PATRUM,  
twin daughters, Sept. 17, 2018

COLIN (’10) and CHRISTINA (SINNOTT) 
(’10) RUNDE, a daughter, Aug. 7, 2018

DAVID (’10) and Karri SPATARO,  
a son, Aug. 2, 2018

JACE (’11) and Molly FECHT,  
a daughter, Sept. 26, 2018 

KELLY (HINGTGEN) (’11) and Brandon 
HAGEN, a daughter, March 27, 2018

MATTHEW (’11) and Christi JAEGER,  
a son, Oct. 15, 2018

JARED (’11) and Martha LEVY,  
a son, Oct. 25, 2018 

TIMOTHY (’12) and COURTNEY (RIPOLL) 
(’13) COBB, a daughter, Aug. 20, 2018

KELLI (KRAMER) (’12) and Matt 
KINGETER, a daughter, Sept. 8, 2018

PAUL (’12) and VICTORIA  
(COOPER) (’12) OTRUBA,  
a daughter, Sept. 25, 2018 

MICHAEL (’12) and Jessica 
PENNINGTON, a son, Nov. 22, 2018 

BRANDON (’12) and CASSANDRA 
(KOETZ) (’12) SCHETGEN, a daughter, 
Aug. 21, 2018

ANDREW (’12) and Kimberlee TRANEL, 
a son, Oct. 14, 2018 

CHRISTIAN (’13) and Emily JACOBS,  
a son, Sept. 3, 2018

SCOTT SCHLICKMAN (’13) and Ashley 
Gulyas, a son, Aug. 7, 2018

JEFF (’13) and ASHLEY (ROUSE) (’13) 
SCHMIDT, a daughter, May 12, 2018

TYSON (’13) and JULIE (KEMP) (’13) 
SQUIERS, a daughter, Oct. 5, 2018 

AARON (’13) and KELSEY (LING) (’13) 
STRONG, a daughter, Oct. 31, 2018

SARAH ALT (’14) and Loren Kast, 
a son, Nov. 22, 2018 

JOHN (’14) and BECKY (HILBY) (’13) 
HERRA, a son, Oct. 10, 2018

RACHAEL (FITZGIBBON) (’15) and Eric 
FORTON, a daughter, Nov. 28, 2018

TYLER (’15) and MACKENZIE (HILMER) 
(’14) LIVINGSTON, a daughter,  
Aug. 23, 2018

EMILY (NELSON) (’15) and Nick 
ROLLINS, a daughter, Sept. 13, 2018 

LORNA PAMBA (’14) was promoted to 
payroll tax specialist II at HK Payroll 
Services in Dubuque. She has been 
with the firm since 2015.

JOSH KUTZKE (’15) was hired  
at McGraw-Hill Education in Dubuque 
as an implementation consultant. 

NATHANIEL SMITH (’15) was hired as 
the assistant director of development 
at the University of Northern Iowa in 
Cedar Falls, Iowa.

TY WITTMAN (’15) was hired as the 
senior business analyst at Heartland 
Financial USA in Dubuque.

HANNA BURGMEIER (’17) was hired at 
Kunkel & Associates, Inc. in Dubuque. 

KATHERINE SWOBODA (’17) was 
promoted as marketing manager 
at IBI Scientific in Dubuque and is 
in charge of all e-commerce and 
marketing relating to dealers and 
advertising. 

HALEY BERGAN (’18) was promoted  
to tax associate at Honkamp Krueger  
& Co., P.C. in Dubuque. She has been 
with the firm since 2016. 



CHARLES D. MCCORMICK (’52) 
on Jan. 25, 2019

JOHN F. DELAY (’53)
on Aug. 28, 2018

JAMES R. HEBERT (’53)
 on Nov. 9, 2018

JOHN L. MURPHY (’53)
on Aug. 3, 2018

JOHN F. GLEASON (’54) 
on Sept. 19, 2018

THEODORE SCHARLE, PH.D. (’54, A’50) 
on Sept. 10, 2018

RICHARD V. PENN (’55)  
on Aug. 12, 2018

REV. DONALD C. RIES (’55)  
on Sept. 11, 2018

STANFORD J. DUFFY (’56, A’52)  
on Aug. 23, 2018

THOMAS W. MORAN (’56)  
on Aug. 19, 2018

LEO B. STAUDT (’56)
on Nov. 30, 2018

DAVID A. BOGER (’57) 
on Nov. 3, 2018

KENNETH W. KRAUS, PH.D. (’57)  
on July 2, 2018

ARTHUR W. WHIPPLE, JR. (’57)  
on May 8, 2018

GREGORY L. ZENK (’57)  
on Oct. 27, 2018

SIDNEY D. HEIDERSDORF (’58)  
on July 30, 2018

JOHN R. SULLIVAN (’58)  
on Aug. 16, 2018

JOHN C. CAIN, JR. (’59) 
on Oct. 4, 2018

RICHARD C. CORDONNIER (’59)  
on Nov. 6, 2018

JAY P. KOPP, PH.D. (’59, A’55)  
on Nov. 8, 2018

HENRY J. WIEDNER (’59)  
on July 5, 2018

WILLIAM A. BISCHOFF (’60)  
on Sept. 14, 2018

ROBERT C. CUMMINS (’60)  
on Sept. 9, 2018

KENNETH V. FORTMAN, D.D.S. (’60)  
on Oct. 5, 2018

THOMAS B. GAVIN (’60) 
on July 5, 2018

THOMAS M. GLENN (’60)  
on Aug. 7, 2018

ROBERT L. DEMEULENAERE (’61)  
on Oct. 16, 2018

WILLIAM J. MCBRIDE, JR. (’61)  
on Nov. 25, 2018

WILLIAM F. SKEMP (’61, A’57)  
on July 28, 2018

JOHN L. SULLIVAN (’61)  
on Nov. 14, 2018

HARRY MARES (’62) 
on Aug. 5, 2018

KENNETH L. SLOWEY (’62, A’57)  
on May 27, 2018

THOMAS J. EITTER (’63)  
on Nov. 4, 2018

FRANK E. HENSING (’63)  
on Oct. 3, 2018

ROBERT A. BEECHER, D.V.M. (’64)  
on Nov. 11, 2018

JERRY T. JUHLIN (’64)  
on Oct. 14, 2018

THOMAS M. LEHNIS (’64)  
on July 29, 2018

ALAN J. SMITH (’64)  
on April 28, 2018

THOMAS D. BUSH (’65)  
on Sept. 26, 2018

RICHARD M. CORKERY (’66)  
on Sept. 1, 2018

LARRY L. LANG (’66)
on Aug. 9, 2018

PATRICK A. MCCAULEY (’66, A’62)  
on Nov. 5, 2018

RUSSELL T. COLEMAN (’68)  
on July 28, 2018

KARL J. KOHNEN (’68)
on Aug. 8, 2018

THOMAS C. MURPHY (’68)  
on June 29, 2018

 IN MEMORIAM

JOHN P. DELORBE (’42) 
on Feb. 7, 2018

FERD A. MUELLER (’48)  
on April 15, 2018

EDMOND F. ADAMS (’49)  
on Oct. 22, 2018

JOHN E. WALZ (’49)
on Aug. 10, 2018

REV. RAYMOND A. KEVANE (’50)  
on Sept. 11, 2018

ROBERT A. BRACKEN, M.S.W. (’51)  
on May 26, 2018

ROBERT W. FERRING (’51)  
on Sept. 11, 2018

PAUL J. GISCH (’51)
on Aug. 6, 2018

CHARLES J. LIEVROUW (’51)  
on Oct. 6, 2018

DONALD G. MIEHLS (’51)  
on Aug. 11, 2018

REV. ROBERT J. LEVENHAGEN (’52)  
on Nov. 24, 2018

TY (’15) and ASHLEY (WENTHOLD) (’15) 
WITTMAN, a son, Aug. 7, 2018

CONNOR (’16) and Megan GOLDEN, 
a daughter, Nov. 1, 2018 

BRITTANY (SMITH) (’16) and  
Scott LOEFFELHOLZ, a daughter,  
Aug. 14, 2018 
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 ACADEMY

JOHN J. HICKEY (A’40) 
on Oct. 4, 2018

SYLVESTER J. LOESCHE (A’48)  
on Jan. 15, 2018

JOHN J. ROKUSEK (A’49)  
on July 23, 2018

GEAN G. KOWALSKI (A’50)  
on Oct. 14, 2018

DAVID L. BARRY (A’51)  
on July 12, 2018

ROBERT L. DIX (A’54) 
on Oct. 26, 2018

DONALD G. FLEEGE (A’57)  
on Aug. 14, 2018

THOMAS J. SCHMIDT (A’57)  
on Nov. 10, 2018

GERALD M. SJOBAKKEN (A’57)  
on Nov. 9, 2018

JOHN J. BRIMEYER (A’59)  
on Nov. 7, 2018

FRANCIS A. LIBANSKY (A’59)  
on July 14, 2018

DONALD T. ROETH (A’59)  
on Nov. 6, 2018

JAMES J. SCHADL (A’59)  
on Nov. 19, 2018

STEPHEN P. DELIRE (A’62)  
on Sept. 22, 2018

JAMES R. PHILLIPS (’68)  
on May 1, 2018

STEVEN P. SCHWARTZHOFF (’68)  
on Aug. 31, 2018

TERRENCE J. WHELAN (’68)  
on Oct. 22, 2018

S. JOHN STEINES II (’69)  
on Oct. 17, 2018

THOMAS J. BEURSKENS (’70, A’61)  
on Nov. 7, 2018

LORAS F. STECHER (’71, A’60)  
on Nov. 8, 2018

GERALD D. RICHARD (’72)  
on July 10, 2018

DANIEL N. ROUSH (’72)  
on Oct. 22, 2018

THOMAS W. WELCH (’72)  
on Nov. 3, 2018

RICHARD E. GIESE (’73)  
on Nov. 24, 2018

GARY S. GRAP (’73)  
on Sept. 28, 2018

JOHN J. KORNFEIND (’73)  
on Sept. 30, 2018

MARK J. SINGSANK, M.D. (’74)  
on Aug. 31, 2018

DAVID D. LATHAM (’77)  
on Sept. 22, 2018

PAUL E. HILDEBRAND, MSG (’78)  
on July 25, 2018

DEAN J. FLEEGE (’80)
on Aug. 23, 2018

ALLEN R. KLUESNER (’80)  
on Oct. 4, 2018

KENNETH J. RYAN, M.D. (’80)  
on July 28, 2018

DAVID M. ZERANTE (’80)  
on Oct. 22, 2018



   

OBSERVING THE OBSERVATORY

When the Heitkamp Planetarium was in the planning phase, construction began on 
its sister building - an observatory. Financed entirely by donations and campus gifts, 
the observatory was placed by the current tennis courts in a spot that provided the 
greatest expanse of open sky. The observatory was completed in 1965.

PARTING SHOTS
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We are proud of 

Jim Collins' ('84) 

recognition as the First 

Citizen. The rest of the 

world is now aware of 

what we have always 

known - his dedication 

to Loras and the  

community is second 

to none!

CONGRATULATIONS, PRESIDENT COLLINS

2018 Telegraph Herald First Citizen Award

1970 - Roger Rhomberg ('49)

1974 - Rev. Thomas            
       Rhomberg ('48)

1978 - Leo Frommelt ('48)

1979 - Louis Fautsch Sr. ('30)

1987 - Arnold Honkamp ('62)

1988 - Frank Hardie ('33)

1989 - George Freund ('41)

1991 - Jerry Enzler ('73)

1995 - Eldon Herrig ('49)

1999 - Larry Friedman ('50)

2000 - Lanta (MA '73) and   
      Robert Bonnewell

2002 - Jim Theisen ('56)

2003 - C.J. Buelow ('47)

2004 - Dick Wertzberger ('50)

2005 - Leo McCarthy ('58)

2008 - Msgr. Francis Friedl ('39)

Previous Loras Graduates to be recognized as First Citizens



1-3 Siblings Weekend

2-3 Phoenix/Mesa Alumni Reception & Spring Training Game

4-8 End the "R' Word Week

9 Wind/Jazz Ensemble Winter Concert

13 Duhawk Day  

18 Campus Preview Day 

28 Spring Choir Concert

29-31 Antioch Week

4-6 Spring Musical

12-22 Spring Break

14 Campus Preview Day

21-28 Du Earth Week

24 Network of Dubuque Scholarship Luncheon

29 Dance Marathon

1 Loras Legacy Symposium and Student Award Luncheon

3 Loras Legacy Ball

4 8th Annual Final Concert of the Year

10-11 DuProv

13-16 Finals Week

18 Commencement/Baccalaureate

31 First Year Orientation

4 First-Year Orientation

7 First-Year Orientation

14 First-Year and Transfer Orientation

16-21 Loras All-Sports Camp

23-28 Loras All-Sports Camp

7-12 Loras All-Sports Camp

14-19 Loras All-Sports Camp

22-25 Loras College Peace Institute

26 Men's Soccer College Prep Camp

27 Women's Soccer College Prep Camp

12 Network of Dubuque Golf Outing

22-25 Launch Into Loras
30 Fall classes begin
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UPCOMING EVENTS

LORAS.EDU

1450 ALTA VISTA STREET | DUBUQUE, IOWA 52001-4327

For a full calendar of events, dates and times, visit loras.edu/events


